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Sparrow Screen Internal
Internal Sparrow Screen is a highly modern form of sun
visor. It provides a number of advantages for instance a high
UV protection. While being in highly darkened room you can
still look out the window. This benefit guarantees sense of
privacy and security. Moreover, the internal high quality
Screen looks exclusively and is sun resistant.

Sparrow Screen with a guide bar

You can assembly Screen in two variants. The first is mounting Screen in the box and
controlling it by electric power. The second option is S-Motion System - the
innovative method of rolling the roller blind.

S-Motion System
S-Motion System is a spring mechanism which
provides easy and fast use. It helps you to adjust
the roller blind by pulling it. If you want to hide
the roller blind, click the bottom beam and it rolls
to the top. It is the safest solution especially for
children – without the chain is less dangerous.

S Motion System can be used in Screens to
a maximum size of 2,20m x 2,50m.

The description of mechanism available on:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dv-zwepZepM

Fabric Screen
The material used in Screen roller blinds is made of high quality polyester and
polyvinyl chloride. Thanks to unique technique of fabric’s weave the roller blind has
transparent characteristics. We offer Screens with 1%, 3% or 5% translucency
provided that 1% is the thickest weave and 5% the least thick. The best solution of this
material is 95%-99% UV protection which guarantees maintaining optimal
temperature indoor, protects the products not to be insolated, cares about your
eyesight and ensures the best visual comfort.

In the Sparrow Screen Roller we
use the S2 cassette. This elegant finish of the blind,
available in 3 colors. The cassette height is 8.5 cm.
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Sparrow Screen advantages
Good visibility of the environment
Energy efficiency
Prevents light reflections on screens
and monitors
Modern design
S-Motion System
Protects against sunlight

Sparrow Screen with a guide bar
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